Players:
- Doctor
- Corona
- Healthy Person

Note: Cut along the dotted lines and fold to make chits
How TO Play:

- Number of players required is 4 - 6.
- Cut the dotted lines, make chits and shuffle them.
- Each player should take one chit. (No one should reveal what they get in the chit).
- After picking up the chit, the player who gets the Doctor has to reveal that he or she is the Doctor.
- The has to find out who has the chit Corona.
- Now, the player with Corona chit has to kill the Healthy players without the knowledge of the Doctor.
- Killing can be simulated by “winking” at the Healthy players.
- As soon as the Doctor finds out the one who has Corona the game ends, here Doctor is the winner.
- If the Doctor is unable to find out Corona before all the players die, then Corona wins the game.